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birds of a feather flock together, says the old
adage, and this is certainly true for premam, the

upcoming malayalam movie that features
mohanlal’s son fahadh faasil in the lead role. the

movie has been in the making for a while now and
has been rumored to feature mohanlal in a

negative role. while that remains to be seen,
we’re happy that this new movie has been
released. the movie was initially set to be

released in the malayalam market, but now that
it’s out, we can see the effects it’s going to have
on mohanlal’s career. it’s the best of both worlds,

as it’s been said that there are similarities
between the acting in the movie and mohanlal’s
life. needless to say, the movie is going to be a
big hit and we expect even more of mohanlal in
the coming years. hindi dubbed versions of this
movie are already available, and the malayalam

version is likely to be released in the coming days.
hopefully we’ll see a malayalam dubbed version of

this movie soon. until then, you can watch the
official trailer of this movie here. this is the 2015
malayalam action drama film directed by sajid

bedi, and produced by sajid bedi, kareena kapoor,
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mohit malhotra, bala raj and kajal agarwal. it stars
abhay and kriti in the lead roles with alakananda,
kiran raj, and jishnu kurup in supporting roles. this

is the first time for kriti in malayalam cinema.
sajid bedi is back after challan and de dana dan.

this movie is the 3rd part of premam series which
is the story of the temple rich family which is ruled
by the matriarch manju played by kriti. the film is
a sequel to premam (2012) and premam 2 (2014)

and is distributed by vistaas entertainment.
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